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Bangladesh seeking
better employment
conditions for better
socio-economic
outcomes
The report discuss how
such policy complementarities can be achieved
in a low-income country.
In particular, the report
shows that Bangladesh
has experienced a
sustained period of
economic growth, driven
principally by exports in the garment
sector.
has in
principally
byThis
exports
been accompanied by a shift in job creation towards
manufacturing and services and a reduction in agricultural
employment.
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/--dcomm/documents/publication/wcms_229105.pdf

Linking jobs in
global supply
chains to demand
The paper provides a
detailed description
of the methodology
that was used for
the estimation and
documents the links
between GSCrelated jobs and
demand. The paper
shows evidence on
the number of jobs
supported by demand in different export
destinations and analyzes the number of GSC-related
jobs in different country groups.
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/--dgreports/--inst/documents/publication/wcms_512514.pdf
Publisher: ILO-Geneva

Publisher: ILO-Document and Publications Production,
Printing and Distribution Branch (PRODOC

Impact of livelihood
recovery initiatives on
reducing vulnerability
to human trafficking
and illegal recruitment:
Lessons from Typhoon
Haiyan
The report examines
human trafficking and
illegal recruitment in
Typhoon Haiyan-affected
areas and evaluates and
how IOM and ILO livelihood interventions assisted vulnerable
workers. This report seeks to contribute to the understanding
of the current state of human trafficking in Regions VII and
VIII.
http://www.ilo.org/manila/publications/WCMS_522321/lang
--en/index.htm
Publisher: ILO-Manila

EU-Philippines trade
and investment
The country is possibly
at a crossroad, having
long done away with
its once reputation of
sick man of Asia and
rightfully being its
bright spot today.
Implementation of
sound policies could
mean a potential
take-off to upper
middle income level.
https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/files/eu_trade_and_
investment_booklet_2016.pdf
Publisher: Delegation of European Union to the
Philippines
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Korea labor review
2016, Summer Vol. 59

Asian and Pacific
Migration Journal
Vol. 25, No. 3
September 2016

Publisher: Scalabrini Migration Center
Publisher: Korea Labor Foundation
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